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We report the doping effects of cobalt on van der Waals (vdW) magnet Fe5GeTe2. A series
of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 (0≤x≤0.44) single crystals have been successfully grown, their structural,
magnetic and transport properties are investigated. For x=0.20, The Curie temperature TC increases
from 276 K to 337 K. Moreover, the magnetic easy-axis is reoriented to the ab-plane from the c-
axis in undoped Fe5GeTe2 with largely enhanced magnetic anisotropy. These magnetic properties
would make (Fe0.8Co0.2)5GeTe2 more effective in stabilizing magnetic order in the two-dimensional
limit. A complex magnetic phase diagram is identified on the higher doping side. The x=0.44
crystal first orders ferromagnetically at TC=363 K then undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition
at TN=335 K. Furthermore magnetic-field-induced spin-flop transitions are observed for the AFM
ground state. Our work reveals (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 as promising candidates for developing new spin-
related applications and proposes a method to engineer the magnetic properties of vdW magnet.
The discovery of gate-tunable room-temperature ferromagnetism in two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals (vdW)
metal Fe3GeTe2 (FGT) has drawn a great deal of attention[1, 2]. FGT has presented plenty of novel properties which
may favor applications in spintronic and other technologies such as current-driven magnetization switching[3, 4], tun-
neling magnetoresistance[5], large anomalous Hall effect[6] and magnetic skyrmions[7]. Recently an analog compound
Fe5GeTe2 was reported with ferromagnetic (FM) behavior in both bulk crystals and exfoliated thin flakes[8, 9]. Com-
paring with FGT, bulk Fe5GeTe2 crystal has higher Curie temperature TC but very small magnetic anisotropy[9, 10].
On the other hand, it also exhibits a magnetoelastic coupled first-order transition below 120 K[9]. For potential 2D
magnetic materials, strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy and high Curie temperature are both crucial in stabilizing
the long-range FM order in monolayer-samples and developing spintronic devices[1, 11]. Therefore it would be impor-
tant to check whether improved magnetic properties of Fe5GeTe2 could be obtained via chemical substitution, which
has been proved to be an effective way to manipulate magnetization in ferromagnets[8, 11–14].
In this letter, we report the successful growth and physical properties of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 (0≤x≤0.44) bulk single
crystals. Comparing with undoped sample, 20% of Co doping could enhance both the Curie temperature TC and
magnetic anisotropy. On the higher doping side, new antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground states and magnetic field
induced spin-flop transitions are observed. These findings suggest Co-doped Fe5GeTe2 single crystals could have
promising applications in spintronic devices.
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2FIG. 1: (a) Crystal structure of Fe5GeTe2 with one unit cell is shown and outlined. (b) The XRD patterns of typical
(Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 single crystals at room temperature. (c) Doping dependent lattice parameters for (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 at
room temperature. Solid spheres and open triangular symbols represent the polycrystalline data. Open squares represent the
single-crystal data.
Single crystals of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 were grown by the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method with iodine as
the transport agent, similiar as growing FGT in previous work[13]. The crystals are flat with typical dimensions of
3 mm×4 mm×0.1 mm and maximum doping up to x=0.44. Attempts of crystal growth for higher Co composition
were unsuccessful. For single-crystal samples, x represents actual doping levels determined via energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS, Oxford X-Max 50). Some polycrystalline samples of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 were synthesized by solid-
state reaction method for x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies to check the doping evolution of a-lattice constants. The
XRD patterns of all samples were collected from a Bruker D8 Advance x-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation.
The magnetization measurements were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS3 and resistivity measurements
were carried out on a Quantum Design physical property measurement system (QD PPMS-14T).
FIG. 2: Anisotropic magnetization data for x=0 [(a)-(d)] and x=0.20 [(e)-(h)] single crystals respectively. Temperature-
dependent magnetization for fixed applied field are shown in (a) and (e), isothermal magnetization curves are shown in (b),
(c), (f) and (g), magnetization hysteresis loops at 2 K are presented in (d) and (h).
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the structure of Fe5GeTe2 is made up of 2D slabs of Fe and Ge between layers of Te. The vdW
gap between Te layers makes crystals cleavable. All the XRD patterns of our (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 samples could be
described by a rhombohedral R3¯m structure as in previous report[9, 10]. This crystal structure contains three different
Fe positions per unit cell. Based on chemical analysis via EDS, the samples all exhibit some iron deficiency in the
range of 0.02 ≤ δ ≤ 0.08. Exactly speaking, the samples should be expressed as (Fe1−x−δCox)5GeTe2. Nevertheless
we found that the tunable magnetic properties mostly depend on the relative cobalt doping concentration. So a
simplified expression (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 is used to describe our samples in this work. Fig. 1(b) presents the XRD
data of single crystals with x=0, x=0.20, x=0.36 and x=0.44 respectively. The peaks can be indexed by (0 0 3L)
with L = 1, 2, 3 · · · and no impurity peaks are found within the instrument resolution. The doping dependent lattice
parameters derived from the x-ray data are presented in Fig. 1(c). The a-lattice parameters (solid spheres) decrease
monotonically with increasing x while the c-lattice parameters show a nonmonotonical behavior with doping for both
polycrystalline samples (open triangular symbols) and single crystals (open squares).
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of DC magnetization for x=0 and x=0.20 single crystals. For undoped Fe5GeTe2, TC
is determined to be 276 K from the temperature dependent magnetization data (Fig. 2(a)). The soft ferromagnetic
properties with low coercive field and the magnetic remanence to saturated magnetization ratio are similar as previous
reports[8–10] (Fig. 2(d)). Isothermal magnetization curves (M-H) measured under magnetic field applied either
parallel to the c-axis (H‖c) or to the ab plane (H‖ab) are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Demagnetization corrections
have been applied on the H‖c data and Hint is the internal field. Similar as previous reports, the magnetic moments
prefer to align along the c-axis with an anisotropy field of 0.7 T at 2 K[9, 10]. For x=0.20, contrasting magnetic
3properties are presented in Fig. 2(e)-(h). First of all, the Curie temperature TC increases to 337 K. This value is
double confirmed from the derivatives of both T -dependent DC (Fig. 2(e)) and AC susceptibilities. This result is
quite unusual because typically the introduction of dopant tends to suppress TC because of impurity-induced disorder
effect as in Co-doped Fe3GeTe2[13]. Secondly, the isothermal magnetization and hysteresis loops data show that the
magnetic easy-axis of x=0.20 crystal is reoriented to the ab-plane in contrast to the c-axis in x=0. The easy-axis
magnetism of x=0.20 has an anisotropy field on the order of 2 T at 2 K which is also much larger than that in
x=0. Especially at high temperatures such as 120 K and 250 K, when the magnetization of Fe5GeTe2 becomes nearly
isotropic the x=0.20 sample still keeps a large anisotropy field. To sum up, 20% of Co doping could effectively tune
the magnetic easy-axis of Fe5GeTe2, both TC and magnetic anisotropy are significantly enhanced.
FIG. 3: Anisotropic magnetization data for x=0.36 [(a)-(d)] and x=0.44 [(e)-(h)] single crystals respectively. Temperature-
dependent magnetization for fixed applied field are shown in (a) and (e), isothermal magnetization curves are shown in (b),
(c), (f) and (g), magnetization hysteresis loops at 2 K are presented in (d) and (h).
Another feature of x=0.20 is the absence of the phase transition near 120 K. Previous neutron diffraction and
Mo¨ssbauer spectra studies confirm the existence of a first-order magneto-structural transition below 120 K for
Fe5GeTe2 due to the FM ordering of Fe(1) sites[9]. This phase transition results in kink-features in both M-T
curve (Fig. 2(a)) and temperature dependent resistivity data (R-T curve, Fig. 4(a))[10]. However for x=0.20, both
the kink-features in M-T and R-T curves disappear as shown in Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 4(a), indicating the suppression
of this phase transition by Co doping. Since the occupancy rate of Fe(1) is just around 20%[9], it is likely that the
dopants mainly occupy the Fe(1) sites thus suppressing the transition. There is also a possibility that the enhanced
TC and magnetic anisotropy are associated with the suppression of this phase transition.
On the higher doping side, (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 shows a markedly different magnetic behavior. For x=0.36, the peak
at T=340 K in both zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) M-T curves with H‖c suggest the occurrence
of an AFM-like transition (Fig. 3(a)). Fig. 3(b) shows the isothermal magnetization data along H‖c, the virgin
magnetization curve of T=2 K begins with a gradual increase of the magnetization then a sudden jump at around
2 T, finally approaching the saturation magnetization. This indicates a possible field-induced spin-flop transition from
AFM to FM state. The hysteresis loops in Fig. 3(d) suggest the FM state is much weakened but still exists. The x=0.36
sample is more like an intermediate phase between FM and AFM region in the phase diagram of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2,
the magnetization data for x=0.44 presented below provide firm evidence for the existence of new AFM and spin-flop
transitions.
For x=0.44, the ZFC and FC M-T curves along both directions all exhibit sharp peak at TN=335 K and drop
rapidly with decreasing temperature (Fig. 3(e)). The peak along H‖c is much sharper, indicative of an AFM
transition with the magnetic moments being aligned parallel to the c-axis. For the isothermal magnetization and
hysteresis loop along H‖c below 250 K (Fig. 3(f) and Fig. 3(h)), the initial magnetization shows a very weak linear
increase versus field which is consistent with an AFM state. Then at µ0H ≈ 2.3 T (T=2 K), a steep magnetization
jump is observed, showing a typical spin-flop transition. In general, the spin-flop transition appears at a critical
field HSF and the gain of magnetic energy overcompensates the anisotropy energy required for deviation of spin
moments from the preferred orientation[15]. Therefore the anisotropy energy K can be estimated by the equation
4FIG. 4: (a) Temperature dependence of normalized electrical resistivity measured in the ab plane for x=0 and x=0.20. (b)
Doping dependence of saturated magnetic moment per Fe site at 2 K, 120 K and 250 K respectively. The temperature dependent
ac susceptibilities of x=0.44 crystal measured under oscillated AC field of 2.0 Oe applied along H‖ab (c) and H‖c directions
(d). A phase diagram is superimposed on (d).
K(T ) = 0.5(HSF )
2[χ⊥ − χ‖][15], where χ⊥ and χ‖ are the susceptibilities along H‖ab and H‖c respectively. Our
calculations yield an result of K=1.41×106 ergs/cm3 at T=2 K.
The saturated magnetization along H‖c occurs at around 5 T indicating the arrival of a complete FM state after
the spin-flop transition for x=0.44 (Fig. 3(h)). The M-H curves along H‖ab show a linear increase as a function
of field below 250 K indicating a paramagnetic (PM) response in PM or AFM states (Fig. 3(g)). However the
M-H curves above 330 K in both directions exhibit FM-like non-linear behaviors suggest an possible FM order in
these temperatures. In order to further elucidate the magnetic states for x=0.44, AC susceptibility measurements
are carried out under zero DC field and oscillated AC field of 2.0 Oe. The data along H‖ab is shown in Fig. 4(c),
the peak in real part χ′ at 335 K and the absence of any peaks in imaginary part χ′′ provide further evidences for
the AFM transition. Fig. 4(d) presents the data along H‖c, a kink in χ′ and the absence of any peaks in χ′′ at the
same TN=335 K are consistent with the AFM transition. Furthermore a notable peak in χ
′′ at higher temperature
TC=363 K is observed. Combining with the rapid increase of magnetization at around 363 K in M-T curves (Fig.
3(e)) and the FM-like non-linear behavior in the M-H curves above 330 K (Fig. 3(f) and (g)), all the experimental
observations strongly suggest that there is an FM transition at TC=363 K. So the phase diagram of x=0.44 when the
magnetic field is not strong enough to cause spin-flop could be drawn in Fig.4 (d). Both DC and AC magnetization
data fully support this phase diagram.
The AFM ground state for x=0.44 could possibly be associated with the reduction of a-lattice parameter. For one
thing, from the FM state in x=0 and x=0.20 to the AFM state in x=0.36 and x=0.44, the c-lattice parameters change
nonmonotonically. So the change of interlayer distance along c-axis does not seem to be the reason for the occurrence
of AFM interactions. For the other, a previous work shows that Ni-doped Fe5GeTe2 samples are all ferromagnets
with simialr c but much larger a parameters comparing with our AFM ordered samples[8]. So the reduced intralayer
Fe-Fe distance is likely to make AFM interactions more favorable. As in previous theoretical calculations on CrS2 and
CrI3[16, 17], charge carrier doping or doping-induced new stacking orders could also be possible explanations for this
tunable magnetism. So our results provide clues and possible methods to manipulate (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 few layers
transiting between AFM and FM states, which could be employed in future magnetic data recording and information
processing. As to the magnetic structure of x=0.44, our magnetization data reveal that the magnetic moments tend
to align along the c-axis, but could not give whether intralayer or interlayer AFM (as CrI3[18]) order is preferred.
Further neutron scattering investigations are needed for the final solution. In the development of new spin-related
applications, either intrinsic 2D FM or AFM ground state is useful[19, 20]. So x=0.20 and x=0.44 single crystals
could all serve as new vdW candidate magnets for designing nanoscale spintronic devices. Especially the saturated
magnetic moments of (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2 do not have much reduction with increasing x and the values at T=250 K
are even doping independent as shown in Fig. 4(b). This is also good news for applications.
To summarize our results, we have discovered that the doping of cobalt could significantly tune the bulk magnetic
properties of 2D vdW magnets (Fe1−xCox)5GeTe2. For x=0.20, both the Curie temperature and the magnetic
5anisotropy have increased greatly which makes (Fe0.8Co0.2)5GeTe2 a better potential room-temperature intrinsic 2D
magnet comparing with the undoped parent compound. For x=0.44, a new AFM ground state with TN=335 K is
identified below the FM transition at TC=363 K. Magnetic field induced spin-flop transitions are also observed in this
doping range. Our results provide new vdW candidate materials which could potentially be exfoliated for functional
vdW heterostructures and devices.
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